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states that the numbers of women employed outside the home grew

by more than a thirty-five percent increase in the past decade and

accounted for more than sixty-two percent of the total growth in the

civilian work force.(A) numbers of women employed outside the

home grew by more than a thirty-five percent increase(B) numbers

of women employed outside the home grew more than thirty-five

percent(C) numbers of women employed outside the home were

raised by more than thirty-five percent(D) number of women

employed outside the home increased by more than thirty-five

percent(E) number of women employed outside the home was

raised by more than a thirty-five percent increase 2. The first decision

for most tenants living in a building undergoing being converted to

cooperative ownership is if to sign a no-buy pledge with the other

tenants.(A) being converted to cooperative ownership is if to sign(B)

being converted to cooperative ownership is whether they should be

signing(C) being converted to cooperative ownership is whether or

not they sign(D) conversion to cooperative ownership is if to sign(E)

conversion to cooperative ownership is whether to sign3. The end of

the eighteenth century saw the emergence of prize-stock breeding,

with individual bulls and cows receiving awards, fetching

unprecedented prices, and excited enormous interest whenever they

were put on show.(A) excited(B) it excited(C) exciting(D) would



excite(E) it had excited4. Of all the possible disasters that threaten

American agriculture, the possibility of an adverse change in climate

is maybe the more difficult for analysis.(A) is maybe the more

difficult for analysis(B) is probably the most difficult to analyze(C) is

maybe the most difficult for analysis(D) is probably the more

difficult to analyze(E) is, it may be, the analysis that is most difficult5.

Published in Harlem, the owner and editor of the Messenger were

two young journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who

would later make his reputation as a labor leader.(A) Published in

Harlem, the owner and editor of the Messenger were two young

journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who would

later make his reputation as a labor leader.(B) Published in Harlem,

two young journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who

would later make his reputation as a labor leader, were the owner and

editor of the Messenger.(C) Published in Harlem, the Messenger was

owned and edited by two young journalists, A. Philip Randolph,

who would later make his reputation as a labor leader, and Chandler

Owen.(D) The Messenger was owned and edited by two young

journalists, Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who would

later make his reputation as a labor leader, and published in

Harlem.(E) The owner and editor being two young journalists,

Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph, who would later make his

reputation as a labor leader, the Messenger was published in

Harlem.6. The rise in the Commerce Department’s index of

leading economic indicators suggest that the economy should

continue its expansion into the coming months, but that the mixed



performance of the index’s individual components indicates that

economic growth will proceed at a more moderate pace than in the

first quarter of this year.(A) suggest that the economy should

continue its expansion into the coming months, but that(B) suggest

that the economy is to continue expansion in the coming months,

but(C) suggests that the economy will continue its expanding in the

coming months, but that(D) suggests that the economy is continuing

to expand into the coming months, but that(E) suggests that the

economy will continue to expand in the coming months, but7. In

three centuriesfrom 1050 to 1350several million tons of stone were

quarried in France for the building of eighty cathedrals, five hundred

large churches, and some tens of thousands of parish churches.(A)

for the building of eighty cathedrals, five hundred large churches,

and some(B) in order that they might build eighty cathedrals, five

hundred large churches, and some(C) so as they might build eighty

cathedrals, five hundred large churches, and some(D) so that there

could be built eighty cathedrals, five hundred large churches, and(E)

such that they could build eighty cathedrals, five hundred large

churches, and8. What was as remarkable as the development of the

compact disc has been the use of the new technology to revitalize, in

better sound than was ever before possible, some of the classic

recorded performances of the pre-LP era.(A) What was as

remarkable as the development of the compact disc(B) The thing

that was as remarkable as developing the compact disc(C) No less

remarkable than the development of the compact disc(D)

Developing the compact disc has been none the less remarkable



than(E) Development of the compact disc has been no less

remarkable as9. Unlike computer skills or other technical skills, there

is a disinclination on the part of many people to recognize the degree

to which their analytical skills are weak.(A) Unlike computer skills or

other technical skills, there is a disinclination on the part of many

people to recognize the degree to which their analytical skills are

weak.(B) Unlike computer skills or other technical skills, which they

admit they lack, many people are disinclined to recognize that their

analytical skills are weak.(C) Unlike computer skills or other

technical skills, analytical skills bring out a disinclination in many

people to recognize that they are weak to a degree.(D) Many people,

willing to admit that they lack computer skills or other technical

skills, are disinclined to recognize that their analytical skills are

weak.(E) Many people have a disinclination to recognize the

weakness of their analytical skills while willing to admit their lack of

computer skills or other technical skills.10. Some buildings that were

destroyed and heavily damaged in the earthquake last year were

constructed in violation of the city’s building code.(A) Some

buildings that were destroyed and heavily damaged in the earthquake

last year were(B) Some buildings that were destroyed or heavily

damaged in the earthquake last year had been(C) Some buildings

that the earthquake destroyed and heavily damaged last year have

been(D) Last year the earthquake destroyed or heavily damaged

some buildings that have been(E) Last year some of the buildings

that were destroyed or heavily damaged in the earth quake had

been11. From the earliest days of the tribe, kinship determined the



way in which the Ojibwa society organized its labor, provided access

to its resources, and defined rights and obligations involved in the

distribution and consumption of those resources.(A) and defined

rights and obligations involved in the distribution and consumption

of those resources(B) defining rights and obligations involved in

their distribution and consumption(C) and defined rights and

obligations as they were involved in its distribution and

consumption(D) whose rights and obligations were defined in their

distribution and consumption(E) the distribution and consumption

of them defined by rights and obligations12. A report by the

American Academy for the Advancement of Science has concluded

that much of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to which North

Americans are exposed comes from the incineration of wastes.(A)

much of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to which North

Americans are exposed comes(B) much of the currently

uncontrolled dioxins that North Americans are exposed to come(C)

much of the dioxins that are currently uncontrolled and that North

Americans are exposed to comes(D) many of the dioxins that are

currently uncontrolled and North Americans are exposed to

come(E) many of the currently uncontrolled dioxins to which North

Americans are exposed come13. In June of 1987, The Bridge of

Trinquetaille,Vincent van Gogh’s view of an iron bridge over the

Rhone sold for $20.2 million and it was the second highest price ever

paid for a painting at auction.(A) Rhone sold for $20.2 million and it

was(B) Rhone, which sold for $20.2 million, was(C) Rhone, was sold

for $20.2 million,(D) Rhone was sold for $20.2 million, being(E)



Rhone, sold for $20.2 million, and was 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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